Design And Development Of Integrated Disaster Management System
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Abstract: To monitor physical environmental conditions, wireless sensor network is very effective distributed sensors in independent manner. The Internet of things (IOT) is the network of computed physical objects which enables these things to connect, collect and exchange data. In this paper, we propose an earthquake early warning system and in this system we use IOT in Wsn. Due to earthquake number of changes occur in environmental condition. It damage the human life, property as well as many geo hazards with the major type of landslide which should bring continuous threats to the affected region. For the security concern of all and to overcome the hazards of earthquake, we Proposed system with multiple disaster detection system which will help users to be prepared against earthquake, cloud burst and landslide. We had also plan to add summarization techniques based on disaster news.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural disaster being one of the most devastating disasters from the ancient history of mankind. Whole civilizations have being vanished because of natural disasters like earthquake, tsunami, volcanic eruptions, land slide, cloudburst etc. This is a genuine attempt to help our society to live free without being under burden of life threat because some spontaneous event, like natural disaster. So there is an urgent need of the heavy rain/snowfall alarming system so that the valuable human life and property can be saved in advance. However there are number of sites which displayed weather forecast but they never send any intelligent alert to the people of particular region.

For cloudburst by doing geotropically survey we are implementing semantic duck structures. Making three holes to that duck structure. when there is normal rain then water will flow out of that holes, and when there is cloudburst (an extreme amount of water) then those holes will get blocked and this change will be sense by that sensor then this will indicate something has happened in upward area. Ultrasonic sensor will be used for the same.

For earthquake we will mount meas sensor in the mud in our prototype. In the actual scenario means sensor will be placed 7km down to the earth near tactonic plates. When earthquake is going to happen that plates will hit to one another and this hitting will be sensed by that meas sensor this will indicate that earthquake is going to occurred and our disaster system will work accordingly.

For landslide we are mounting reflecting mirrors in such a way that will cover whole area of mountain. The laser beam will be forwarded to initial mirror then from the inial mirror the beam will be reflected to the remaining mirrors. when any sliding of mud, rock debris etc. occure, one of the mounted mirror will get slide then laser beam will not get forward to next mirrors this condition is sufficient to know that something has happened over mountain. Then according to results our system will work accordingly and message and buzzer alert will get send to worshippers. We explore the feasibility of using the ontology in solving multi-document summarization problems in the domain of disaster management.
A. Wireless Sensor Network

Wireless Sensor Network can be used to monitor the condition of civil infrastructure and related physical processes closed to real time. WSN is similar to Wireless ad-hoc network in the sense that they rely on wireless connectivity and spontaneous formation of networks so that sensor data can be transported wirelessly.

B. Cloud Server

A cloud server is a logical server that built, hosted and delivered through a cloud computing platform over the internet. There are two types of cloud server: physical and logical. A cloud server is considered to be logical when it is delivered through server virtualization and physical server is logically distributed into two or more logical server. In our system cloud server send sense data to the registered user.

II. RELATED WORK

The core type of data driven IOT system used for environment disaster risk mainly for tsunami. It helps prevent loss of life and reduces economic and material impact of disaster monitoring and warning by means of relevant parameters used for forecasts to generate accurate and timely warning. In the coastal regions the system is deployed, this sensor data is then transmitted upstream to either an onsite or remote, data processing centre, or to both when federated. These data centers run the downstream routine operational event detection. The techniques include are GIS (geographical information system) to capture, store, analyze and support for information alerts. It was deployed for tsunami detection and IOT for accurate and timely warning and dissemination and communication of risk information and warning to those at risk [1]. An overview of the development of technology based on the IOT, WSN and gaining significant importance in communication. Next the IOT end to end architecture is designed and evolved in this paper. The flow begins from the wireless sensor devices where the sensors are placed and formed a network with the main gateway in that network and the communication protocol is initiated to facilitate. Then the second flow is the data connectivity where the Ethernet is commonly deployed for the communication purpose where the big data analytics are undergoing and finally the flow ends up in the management protocol, hereby the smart phones and the other electronic communication devices are hit by the communicated information. Hereby the architecture and the protocols are being explained in this paper [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Paper Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014,IEEE</td>
<td>An Empirical study of Ontology- Based Multi-Document Summarization in Disaster Management</td>
<td>Lei Li, Tao Li</td>
<td>Extract highly salient sentences into the summary based on syntactic or statistical features.</td>
<td>MEAD[1] is an implementation of the centroid based method in which the sentence scores are computed based on sentence-level and inter-sentence features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016,IEEE</td>
<td>Design of Disaster Management System using IoT Based Interconnected Network with Smart City Monitoring</td>
<td>Prabodh Sakhardande, Sumeet Hanagal, Savita Kulkarni</td>
<td>In this paper a system of interconnected smart modules is developed</td>
<td>The lack of integrated platforms and infrastructures which assist in data acquisition results in a bad management of the emergency[3].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Integrated Disaster management System is proposed for human well-fare and safe lifestyle. This System Save valuable human life and property in advance. The architecture of our system shown in following figure.
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Where, $S$=proposed system of bridge monitoring

$I$=set of inputs

$I$={I1,I2,I3,I4}

I1: Threshold value of cloudburst
I2: Threshold value of earthquake
I3: Threshold value of landslide
I4: Data mining query

$F$=set of functions

F={f1,f2,f3,f4,f5}

f1: Reorganization of disaster
f2: Detection of sensor
f3: Insertion of query
f4: Selection of data
f5: Data search

$O$=set of outputs

O={O1,O2,O3}

O1: Message display
O2: Buzzer
O3: Output to query
V. ALGORITHM SOLUTION

A. Conflation Algorithm steps:
1. open and read each input file and create a single index file.
2. remove or filter out all stop words.
3. remove all suffixes/affixes from each word if present.
4. count frequencies of occurrences for each root word from 3.
5. apply porters rules/algorith for each root word from 3 and store in index file

B. Clustering Algorithm
1. Randomly select ‘c’ cluster centers.
2. Calculate the distance between each data point and cluster centers.
3. Assign the data point to the cluster center whose distance from the cluster center is minimum of all the cluster centers.
4. Recalculate the new cluster center using:
5. Recalculate the distance between each data point and new obtained cluster centers.
6. If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise repeat from step 3.

C. Step Sequence Algorithm

Cases:
1. Cloudburst:
   if(a==val)
   show message a;
   if(b==val)
   show message b;
   if(c==val)
   show message c;
   else
   normal situation;

2. Landslide:
   if(lasser_bim!=initial mirror)
   show message alert;

3. Earthquake:
   if there is vibration;
   then
   show alert message;

VI. EXPECTED RESULT

With the help of methods and algorithm mentioned in proposed system, we are developing Integrated Disaster Management System. Different expected that come for development process are as follows:
1. Recognition of Disaster.
2. Detection of Sensor.
3. Selection of data.

CONCLUSION

In our proposed system, disaster alarming system is presented. The pro-posed system is created with the use of different sensors, Raspberry Pi as controller and Cloud for storing the data from Raspberry Pi and sending the command to raspberry-pi for detecting disaster. The generated data can be viewed using web interface. The advantage of the system is to provide the immediate message alarming of the naturally occurring disaster to each worshipper, user, and others. The proposed model can be implemented as a part of the smart city.
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